Good Times Roll
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Supplies:


Stamp Sets: Let the Good Times Roll* (145687 OCC)



Paper: Whisper White Cardstock (100730); Tempting Turquoise Cardstock (102067); Real Red
Cardstock (102482)



Inks: Tempting Turquoise Classic Stampin’ Pad (126952); Real Red Classic Stampin’ Pad (126949);
Crushed Curry Classic Stampin’ Pad (131173); Wild Wasabi Classic Stampin’ Pad (126959)



Adhesives: SNAIL Adhesive (104332); Glue Dots (103683); Fine-Tip Glue Pen (138309) or Tombow
Multipurpose Liquid Glue (110755); Fast Fuse Adhesive (129026)



Other: Big Shot Die-Cutting Machine (143263); Thrill Ride Pop-Up Thinlits Dies* (145650 OCC)



*BUNDLE AND SAVE: Bundle includes Let the Good Times Roll Stamp set and the Thrill Ride Pop-Up
Thinlits Dies

Measurements:


Tempting Turquoise: 4-1/4” x 5-1/2” card base (landscape – top-fold)



Whisper White: 4” x 51/4” card front layer; 7-3/4” x 5” pop-up layer; 1” x 5-1/2” scrap



Real Red: 4-1/2” x 3-1/4”



Instructions:
1. Cut and score all pieces as outline above.
2. Using the photo above as a guide, stamp the images and sentiment on to the white card front layer.
3. Score less than 1/2” on each long side of the pop-up white layer at 3-7/8”. Use these score parks to
align the coast die on the white layer. There is a gap in the thinlit along with arrows to help line it up.
Run this through the Big Shot. Remove all the unwanted pieces from the cuts. Use a bone folder to
help burnish the folds as outlined below. When the card is folded, the tracks should fold up
a. Valley fold the top of top track – this should pop the track out.
b. Mountain fold the bottom of the top track – this will make the coaster point down.
c. Valley fold the top of the bottom track – this will make the track pop out.
d. Mountain fold the bottom of the bottom track – this will point the coaster down.
e. Valley fold here the bottom of the coaster meets the card base.
f. Valley fold the small score lines on the edges of the layer.
4. Use the coaster die to cut out the coaster frame from the Real Red cardstock. When placing die on
paper – be sure to leave 1/8” or so at the bottom of the coaster. Cut frame away from the track as
shown in the photo below. Burnish the light score lines at the bottom of the coaster frame. Very
sparingly, use liquid glue to attach red framing to white framing on pop-up layer.
5. Stamp additional images and sentiments as desired on pop-up layer.
6. When pop-up is dry – use a Strip of Fast Fuse along the top of the back of the pop-up layer to attach to
the interior of the card base. Use a small bit of fast fuse on the pop-up layer where layer meets the
fold and again. Smooth layer down. Run a bit of Fast Fuse at the bottom of the pop-up layer and
adhere to base.
7. Very carefully but a bit
forcefully, fold card in half. It
will take a bit of smooshing
and manipulating, but the card
will fold nicely.
8. Use long white strip to stamp
and cut coaster cards and
bushes for embellishing the
pop-up. Cut the red flags from
the red coaster frame scraps
and use a tiny drop of glue to
adhere.

